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Rackgreund

The point of this paper is to show how methods in the social sciences aided in the process of acquiring laiowledge

from nmitiple experts for the rupose of constnoting a knowledge-based expert system. The project, termed project

PASS for brfonnance *semen: for fielNifffickery, is developing au information system for anticipating the

service needs of young persons withdisabilities who ase exiting from the natioa's schools whether by graduating,

earnieg a certificate, or reaching the maximum age for services guaranteed them under. the Individuals with

Disabilities Education Act (IDEA).

Anticipating Service Needs

The intuition nom secondaty education to adult services represents a aucial bteakpoint in providing foe the needs

of persons with disabilities. One key to assuring a smooth transition is to pauvide resource allocate's" and servace

providers with the information they seed to project anticipated needs. Yet obtaining that informstion and maiing

these projections in a way that is useful to service pnwiders can be problematic, especially since teachers and oder

education agency staff who normally submit such data are unfamiliar with the purposes, functions, and ServiVe

eligibility requirements of adult service agencies.

The above problem in the collectionof accurate and useful data on the anticipated service needs of exiting students,

as well as the need ?ei bridge the gap between the education and adult service sectors, are widely acknowledged.

Researchers and knov ledge engineers at the American Institutes for Research (AIR) are attempting to bridge this

information gap by developing an innovative approach to anticipating end reporting the service needs of exiting

students with disabilities. This approach hinges around two components: (a) providing infonistion about the

fumtional performance of students that teachers can provide with accuracy, confidence, and minimal burden, and

(b) using expert system technology to convect teachers' assessments into useful information that special education

and adult services agencies st all levels can use to anticipate SerVict needs and to plan services for young persons

with disabilities.

These two components will operate es follows. First, teachers complete the PASS instrument, developed in an

earlier study by AIR with well-knovin transition experts and state and local administrators and practitioners in

specisl education and adult services, and tried out by teachers in a small pilot tent in six school districts. The PASS

instrument obtains teacher ratings of students for a breed array of functional performance indicators in four general

domains: Daily Living, Personal and S mist Development, Employment, and Educational Perfornisnce. The

specific skills and behaviors targeted on the PASS instrument are ones that are typically required for adult life and

that have service implications. For aumple, very low performance ratinp on several specific indicators such
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as °moves self about in immediate neighborhood (e.g., walking, bicycling), 'uses public transportation if available

(e.g., bus, taxi)," "uses mops and bus schedules when appropriate," etc. suggest differing needs for assistance

with mobility and transportation aspects of daily living. The PASS instniment also provides information about the

student's training, education, and employment, as well as major problem behaviors. No special asseasment in

required: t9 lichen complete the PASS based on what they already know about the student from direct observation

or other reliable *mt. (See Attachment A for a copy of the PASS irunrument.)

The second component of this new approach will be to um avert system technology for projecting 16 categories

of seivice estimstee for individuals and groups based on data from the PASS questionnaire. (See Attachment B for

the list of the 16 service categories and their definitions.) Expert system technology refers to that branch of artificial

intelligence dedicated to replicating the decision process of recognized topic experts in a meaner that is both efficient

(i.e., cost effective) and reliable.' Expert systems have been applied sucoessifully to a number of problems in

education and have recently found application in meeting the needs associated with special edlielitiOn.2

The pit:pose of the PASS expert system is to convert teachers' ratings of students on the aseessinent instrument,

case by case, lino individual or aggregated projections of *dun service needs. The system is not meant to provide

a dyinitive diagnosis of say one student's needs at the local level (although output from the system can and should

be turd for training, comparison, and initial consultation), rather it is designed to provide a foreshadowing of need

for adult service providers at all levels (local, state, and national). Becauve of the data processing emphasis

associated with this type of system development, the PASS expert system is being designed to complement state data

systems.

Expert input is particularly important indevelopment of the expeet erg= and is the key to providing a reliable and

useful data system for plannens, policy makers, and practitioners at all levels. The subject of this paper is the

methodology we used to acquire snd embed the requisite expertise of recognized topic experts in the knowledge base

and decision flaw of the PASS expert system.

Barr, A. & Feigenbiuun, E. A. (Eds.). (1982). The handbook of anylcial intelligence. Palo Alto: HeirisTech

Press.

I See, for example, Ilimelbring, T. S. (1986). Specialized services and expert systems: An examination of

the potential and reality, COrMpliell in the schools, 3, 173-183; and Hofmeister, A. M. & Lubke, M. M. (1988).

Expert Systems: Implicittiow for the diagnosis and treatment of learning dimbilities. Legigingkeekiliaghattall,

11, 287-291.
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Representing Knowledge Base Diversity

In general terms, knowledge acquisition and the accompanying process of smicturing that knowledge involves a

process in which human expertise is extracted and translated into the computerized expert system. The structured

knowledge base, which consists of facts and decision rules obtained from topic area experts, forms the foundation

of the system. As critics of artificial intelligence applications ans quick to point out, however, the output from any

expert system is only as good as the espertise from which it hss been =dolled. By incorporating the knowledge

and heuristics of a bun= information processor into its keowledge base, any expect system at beat reflects the

idiosyncracies, biases, and frames of reference of the expert from which it was produced.

To meet the demands of a naticesal dos reporting technology, we recognized that the knowledge base from which

the PASS expert system is built must be credible to a broad spectnim of potential end.users and to coostitumcies

from multiple regions around the United State& Whereas many expert systems rely upm knowledge acquired solely

from a single expert, our approach has been to deviate from that model, building the PASS information system

to reflect knowledge as it is distributed throughout the fidd. Thus we sought to obtain multiple isvuts from a

diverse and reprmentative group of experts reflecting the full spectrum of disability categories and adult service

Men.

Several techniques in the social scieocea have been developed over time for acquiring expertise from multiple

sources.' These techniques vary in (a) whether they are iterative in nature or are conducted in a single round, and

(b) whether they allow for face-to-face discussion or take a noninteractive approach. Iterative procedures include

mechanisms for building consensus over cycles but tend to be difficult to coordinate and incur the 'ilk that

participants insy drop out beton; the cycles have concluded. In contrast, single-round procedures are quicker to

coordinate but ate not self-correcting and must obtain all useful information from a single solicitatioo of the experts.

With respect to interactive vs. noointmactive approaches, face-to-face proceduna allow discussants to converse in

real time providing a synergism for producing qualitative input as participants respond to others' probings and

feedback. Noninteractive techniques lack the synergism of face-to-face discussion but are typically lea expensive

cf. Shneidennan, M. V. (1982). Iterative procedures for forming expertjudgments. Automation and Remote

Control, a translation of Ateomtika f Tefiemekhanika, a publication of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, 43,

4, S68-572.
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to conduct as participants do not need to travel to a common location and have the advantage of overcoming

the dominance and status niedimisms that otherwise might inhibit minority group members' input.'

The goal of knowledge acquisition in this project was first to obtain a breadth of input from a diversity of experts

using a noninteractive, iterative ammo& and then to sorrow the focus to a consensually approved and finite set of

decision rules using a face4o-face, noniterative teclmique. To accomplie that goal, we began with a modification

of the Delphi process, an iterative procedure that has the adventage of reducing the psychological drawbscb of

exposure to mithoritative opinion, reluctance to mime a paliely voiced opinion, and other inhibitoiy proems*.

With the Delphi panel as a starting point, we then convened a threeilay, structured group interview with selected

experts to synthesize Delphi results into a prototype knowledge base of decision rules that wouil serve as the basis

for the expert system

The Delphi Panel

Originally conceived over thirty years ago, the Delphi technique has found many applications in both the United

States and abroad', and has been recognized as a valushle tool for buikling gaped systems.' AIR has found the

uchnique to be patticularly useful for extracting Imowledge flan experts regarding the needs of students with

disabilities.' The Delphi technique traditionally involves sendine several rounds of questionnaires to an identified

group of experts. In the first round, experts are asked to generate information relevant to a specific problem area.

That information is then summafized and refined in successive rounds. The ultimate purpose of Delphi is to derive

consensus from multiple sources of input. It should be mentioned that although Delphi panels are frequently

quantitative in the summaries circulated to participating experts, revisionists of the procedure have reasoned that

too much of a quantitative emphasis can lead to artificial convergence and suggest modifying the technique to

provide qualitative feedback instead,

For an example of how the dynamics of face4o-face discussion can sem to swim ideas and polarize

declaim processes, see Janis, E. (1971) Groupthink. Psychology Today, 5 (6), 43-46.

tinstone, H. and Taroff, M. (eds.) (1975). The Delphi Method Techniques and Applications. Reading, MA:

Addison Wesley.

°Boon, John H. (1916). Esperrise transfer for expert systems design (Vol 3. in Advances in Human

Factors/Ergonornics). Amterdam, The Netherlands; Elsevier.

'Weisgerber, R.A. and Smith, C.A. (1977) Improving vocational educadon services for handicapped students.

(Report 10007500391). Washington, DC: Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education.

cf. Schneiderman, M. V. (1912) op. cit.
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We used dm best farms' of this model: iterative cycles, input from multiple experts and balanced Canditinaciag,

and a focus on data deemed by consensus to be most critical. The Delphi process was conducted over three iterative

rounds, described below, between February and May 1991.

Data Sources, We selected 31 special education and adult sesvices experts to partkipate in the Delphi process.

may was from diverse geographical regions, professional settinp, and agency affiliations, mid repiesented the full

spectrum of edult twice areas, and types and severities of disabilities. Each exped had at least thine to four yam

of direct coated with clients with disabilities and is very knowledgeable about the client characteristics that trigger

the need for esseotial services. (All 31 experts participated in the first two rounds of the Del*, but one expert

was unable to respond to ROCIThd 3.)

Road 1 procedure. We asked the experts to idestify client characteristics that for each of 16 service categories

were likely to trigger an essential seivice need. If so expert did not *el qualified to respood for a particular service

category, they were asked to mark °don't know" on that form. Experts were also invited to comment fieely about

their decisions and about the definitions of service categories provided. Examples of the Round 1 format and

responses for several service categories appear in Asrachment C.

Experts had never sees nor did they have sccess to the PASS instrument while completing Round I (nor any other

round of Delphi); therefore, their responses were based wifely on their own experience and were not influenced

by client characteristics specifically addressed in the PASS. The 31 experts who completed Round 1 provided data

of outstanding quality, depth, and variety. This rich and comprehensive data base formed the foundation needed

for subsequent rounds of Delphi and for the development of the PASS expert system.

Analysis of Rowed 1 dates Four AIR preject staff conducted an intensive, two-stage analysis and refinement of

Round 1 data. The first step was a detailed analysis of the data and classificatkm into content outlines that define

the range of initial revalue& This first step was conducted independently by two AIR staff members. The woad

step was the syettosis and refinemog of the initial analysis, conducted by the Project Director and SaliOr Advisor.

The analyzed milts woe organized as separate summaries for each of the 16 service categories. Each summary,

or outline, probated this chasacteristics that had been identified by the experts as ones triggering in their minds au

essential service need. In addition, specific examples of these client characteristics as encountered by the tapers

were provided. This summaty formed the substance of the materials 'onkel to Delphi experts in Round 2, described

below.
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Round 2 Procedure. The primary compose of Round 2 was to identify those client characteristics thst should be

included in the decision mks foi the expert system (i.e.. the 6if4hen* rule structure thm the system software uses

to pioject ledViCe needs). Because the expert system must define a finite and economical set of rules, each meet's

task in Round 2 was to identify only those client charactetistics in each of the 16 summaries (the mean from

Round 1) dna would definitely trigger their decision to indicate a service as being weeded for the individual.

Thmefore, for Round 2, we edged experts to mem the client characereistim provided in Round 1 in tenm of their

importance for being included in the expert systems, using a forced-choice ranking system of Very Imposes:,

Unimponant, or Uadecided. The rating scheme compelled the experts to identify smog the several hundred client

characteristics from Round 1 those that wee absolutely ctitical to include in dm decision rules for the PASS aspen

system.

Secondary gosls of Round 2 ewes to veeify whether the 16 sununaries (outlines) accurst* and adequately captured

the information provided by experts during Round 1, to identify any gape or inappropriate classifications in the

outlines, and to assess the adequacy of the service list definitions. An =ample of the Round 2 format for one of

the 16 service categories appears in A:tad:meta C.

Analysis of Round 2 data. In order to quantify Round 2 results, re/ponies %yen coded on a three-point mak

Important +1; Unimportant -1; Undecidai 0. Items with no responses were coded with an asterisk VI.

Sum values were calculated for each client characteristic rated and were then adjusted by the number of respondents

who rated the characteristic to obtain a proportional rating, or 'rating index* (i.e., the sum value was divided by

the number of respondents to obtain an adjusted sum). We established a threshold value for the rating index of .60

and above to identify those characteristics that expert consensus indicated were essential to include in the knowledge

base sad the Me structure for the PASS expert system. Characteristics that were at or above the threshold value

became the basis for shortened lists of client chmactetistics, one list for each of the 16 smvice categories.

Round 3 procedure. The primary purpoee of Round 3 was to 'nue those client characteristics thst experts

coesidemd asentiat for inclusion in the expert system onto the major evident areas in the PASS instnunent sad to

identify gaps in the instrument's coverage. This °mar was to serve as a guide, or template, for the committee elf

experts mooting minequently to um in formulating preliminny decision ndes for the expect system.

We provided the Delphi panel with a content outline of the PASS and a list of the selected client characteristics is

each of the 16 seri it.v, categories (a content outline and example of one service category appear in At:admen: C.)

We asked them to indicate one or more topic arms in the PASS's outline with which each characteristic in the 16

lists might be associated, To simplify the experts' task, we eunducted our owe *mapping° analysis and suggested
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the topk ares(s) that in oar best judgmem was associated with esch client characteristic and asked exparts to indicate

their agreement with our judgments. Also at this time, we invited comments about the general content of the PASS

internment, the 16 lists of client characteristics from Round 2, and the service category definitions.

Analysis at Round 3 &ea. In general, expert inpm from Round 3 indicated comiderable agreement with the

preliminary napping tecommendations. We summarized expert input from Round 3 and created a matrix to

describe the overall linkage of PASS domains to service categories reflected in Round 3. This matrix (see

Aaadunent D) provided a frames.** for the deliberations of the Template Committee in fmmialating preliminary

decisica ndes for the even system.

tights the Delphi Results to Stniettwe the Knowledge Base for the PASS Expert System

After completing all three sounds of Delphi and as an integral part of obtsining expert and end-user input

throughout the project AIR convened a three-day meeting of a Template Cominiuse at AIR's Palo Alto Office.

Three outside considtants and the AIR project team participated in the Template Committee meeting. Tem of the

consultants had participated in the Delphi process. One was a vocational rehabilitation counselor for the State of

California Department of Rehabilitatim his perspective represented a swim peovider for 'high-functioning" 'chats

with disabilities. A second outside consultant was the executive director of an adult independent living center, her

perspective represented a service provider for "low-functioning" adults with disabilities. The third outside consultant

was a nationally known and respected university-based transition researcher with expertise in assessment for

transition planning, seeks of independent behavior, and the role of interagency collaboration in statewide transition

planning.

Template Committee Proaerliap

The meeting followed an agenda that involved two principal activities: (a) a protocol analysis of aspen decision

making strategies using three *case study PASS instruments, and (b) the development of preliminary

decision rules.

Protocol analysis. Protocol analysis is a lmowledge acquisition tool borrowed from cognitive psychology that

allows expert system designers to study the cognitive decision making strategies of experts. Quite simply, the

technique involves giving experts a task to do, such as solving a problem, and asking them to describe aloud the

mental activities they undertske to complete the task. In the present context, members of the Template Committee

were asked to consider three simulated case stades of exiting students with disabilities. The case studies were
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created so as to depict hypothetical students with diverse disabilities and varied pawns of functional k,erfortnance.

For the first case, each member of the Committee was given a copy of a completed PASS incinumatt. Tbe three

external consultants wen then asked to identify which services, selected from Moog the 16 service categories, they

would recommeml based only on the data contained in the PASS. The three experts were asked to take nuns

verbelizing orally the mental processes they wens going them* to reach their conclusions. For thesecond and third

case histories, experts wen asked to nisch conclusions independently and to make written notes of the infonnation

they used to reach their decisions. When finished, they were invited to share their decisions and their rationales

with the group and to ask probing questioos of others' conclusions. By the end of the exercise, the Committee had

been able to reach an encouraging level of consensus on all three case histories.

From the protocol exercise, the AIR team observed that the expert decision makers reached their conclusioss by

working through the PASS infonnation hierarchically. As the experts repotted, since it was too difficult to maintain

all informitiocal items of the PASS in memoty, they would mentally sumniarize information into manageable units

as they went (a process mimed to as chunking by cognitive psychologists). For example, in deciding which service

categoric" were applicable band on PASS data, they would go to each of the four major functional performance

sreas of the PASS (Daily Living, Personal and Social Development, Emplornent, Educational Performance) mod

derive from the specific behavior ratings, overall subjective stuntoicias of bow well the student had been performing

in each area. Then, with overall subjective scores in mind, they would weigh the importence of those four, major

arms against each other and against information from the descriptive portions of the PASS in orcleAo reach a final

conclusion. The importance of chunking beciune obvious when extracting spec* decision rules, as will be

described presently.

Before moving on to the specification of decision rulee, the Templets Committee consklered **at itifmnation the

PASS open system should prodmce sod how the system should manage incomplete irtforrnation. The Committee

concluded that the PASS Expert System should prothice two types of conclusions. Fitst, the system gout conclude

which of the 16 services, either singularly or in combination, would be needed by the milting student as he or she

entered the auspices of adult services. Second, the system should also provide information for judging tbe severity

of that need. In both maw, the system should alert the end-user when not enough information was available to

provide a trustworthy conclusion. Thus, in addition to indicating which of tbe service categories are needed, the

system should indicate whether that need was considered to be of primary importance (i.e., critical and demanding

immediate attention irrespective of lxidgmary and other pressures), of secondary importance (preens but the service

provider may utilim a greater degree of personal discretion), or uabiows given a lack of informed= in the PASS.



Development et prdintiam decision Ma. To develop a preliminasy set of specific decision mles, the Template

Committee follound a process that was a complete reversal from that used during protocol mark. Wheresi

protocol analysis mquised expels to begin with a completed PASS instrument and to move toward conclusions

regarding service categories, tule specification required that experts begin with the stevix, category and ideee*

all the necessmy preconditions in the PASS that would be useful for making mliable service predictions. This

process sequised that the experts uvrk backwaids from potamial conclusions to (a) identify those items in the PASS

(i.e., the objecte) that would be needed to mach a conclusion for es& service celerity, (b) identify levels of

severity among those items that would kad to distinguishing primary and secoedny categorizations of them needs,

(c) decide how informed= from the PASS items would be logically combined to reach those conclusices, mad (d)

=side what degree of missing information would theastm the reliability of the conclusion and thus warrant a

conclusion that more information was needed.

To aid in this himarchical knowledge acquisition, a hypectem computerized display tool was consinacted using

ToolBook. for the IBM PC. The tool, displayed at multiple vkleo display terminals op members of the Committee

could follow, prompted members to crests and record decision miles at the global level first and then proceed to

finer levels of detail. It did this by presenting an initial screen composed of the more general categories first (i.e.,

Disabling Condition, Daily Living Skills, Social Development, Employment, Educational Performance, Problem

Behaviors, and others 900 Fig= I) and then allowing the Committee to aelect stay single category for further

expansion and definition. Since the tool had been written in a hypertext language, it allowed for fast sequencing

to finer levels of detail by simply pointing to the desired category with a mouse and clicking. The SUM would

refresh itself and display prompts necessary for consideration at the lower level. Using this technique, the

Conunittee was successful at identifying those preconditions that would form the basis of decision trees for all 16

service categoeies.

Resigts ri the Knowledge Acquon Process

Having extracted a complete set of decision rules from domain experts, AIR's knowledge engineers have now

completed an initial prototype of the =optimized knowledge base. This fine prototype has been developed using

Nexpert Object, a tonsportable and inteeoperable programming environment produced by Neuron Data, Inc. The

prototype will continue through succemive revisions as it is iteratively tested in AIR's usability testing laboratories

and in the field. A &mush validation of the koowledge base, in terms of pareived utility and comparability to

other capon samples, remains outside the scope of the present coopecative agreement but nomins a high priority

for future work.
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Figure 1. Example of a screen from an AIR tool designed to acquire clustered knowledge for one of 16

service categories.

Additicnally, AIR staff has developed a revised version of the PASS amessment instrument and rater instructions

based on input from Delphi, Template, mid other project adviaon and based on input from an earlier pilot test (i.e.,

an A.I.R. study that premded the study discussed here). Following a review by the sponsur, the instrument was

converted to the mschine-scannable, field-test version that appears in Madmen: A. The knowledge acquisition

stage also provided information' for revising the 1i qf service categorizes, and their accompanying definitions (see

Attachment 3) , that are used m outcome of expert system processing.

Summary

This report covers activities conducted in the first and most crui..ial stage of expert system development: the

acquiktion of knowiedge to be used as the foundation for the expert system prototype. Whereas expert system

projects in many other domains are constructed with input from only one exited, the PASS expert system is being

constnicted with input from multiple experts, from around the United States, anti in varying arms of specialization.

Because the project must incorporate input from multiple sources, it is utilizing methodologies in knowledge

acquisition that are desigeed to build consensus iteratively from a diversity of inputs.

10
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Knowkdge acquisition for the project began with a Delphi technique used to extract consensin from a panel of 31

experts with experience in determining the service needs of adults in a wide variety of commas. Conducted by mail

over three successiv e rounds, the Delphi technique (a) extracted an initial list of client characteristics associated with

service needs under each of 16 service categories, (b) narrowed that list down to those diancteristica voted by the

psnel to be especially evocative of a primary need for service and therefore very important to include in the expert

system's knowledge ben, end (c) provided an initial nappies of those characteristics to vestal area covered by

the PASS. The Delphi technique was followed by a three-day meeting of the Template Cimamittee. The purpose

of the Template Committge was (a) to provide knowledge caginess* at AM with data, in the form of recited verbal

protocol, of how meet decision mhos identified oh& service needs based only on inhumation contained in the

PASS, (b) to use results of the Delphi process in specifying an initial set of decision rules for the PASS expect

system, and (c) to consider and recommend revisions to tha PASS instrument and service list.

As this phaae of knowledge acquisition ends, Project PASS has at its disposal a wealth of previously unarticulated

infonnatice regarding the manner in which PASS data collected on exiting students with disabilities may be used

for anticipating adult service needs at natioaal, state, and local levels. Effoits have been underway to reproduce

faithfully this raw pool of information into an effective computerized system for anticipating adult needs. In a

system of iterative prototype development, however, knowledge structuring does not imply an end to knowledge

acquisition. As the evolving knowledge base is tested against new PASS data (from a national field test), the

knowledge base will continue to grow and be refined.
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0000010000,0 0 0000O00Q

STUDENTS
DATE OF SIM
MO OM' YR

MEI 1111
cro OA) d
O 0
O 0
O 0

0,

O 0
O 0

,0 0
0-0 0
0 '0 6
O 0 0
00

fruceNrs ; RATER'S NNW 0(
I UNDER
0 IAs Female

STUDENT'S
ETIFRACITY
(Mark one)

Slack
White

0 Hi:Manic isianderi DUITRICT NAME

0 American Indian/
Akaikan Native The eater le tescher frof what

wheal Ma Arita knows the =Worn
ten.

RATER'S PHONE NUMBER

SCHOOL i

I ZIP CV*

0 0 C5-01
) 000001

0 00 0 0
0 00 0 0

00 0 0
0 000 0
0 00 0 0
0 00 0 000000

SCHOOL NAME

00o0o,

STUDENT'S DESIONATIO MAKING CCWAXTION (Reflctt Federal
Mental Retardates (Mark seventy if MR)

Mild 0 Moderate 0 Severe
O Speech or Language impeament
O Visual limairment or Ellindnesi

ific Learni

O Serious Emotional Disturbance
ci )thopedic impairment
O Other Health Impairment

Han irment or Deafness

$0 Deaf-Blindness
0 Autism
a Traumatic Sram Injury

Disablities

When will/did student leave school? ! MO YR 1

Under what condition will/did student
Wove school? (Mark one)

0 Graduate with diploma
0 Graduate with certificate
0 Reach maximum ags
0 Drop out
0 Other (Specify)

How long have you known this student?

O 0 - 2 months
0 3 - 6 months
0 7 - 12 months
a More than 12 months

In what kind of classroom do/did you have contact
with this student? (Mark one)

O Regular class
O Resource room (pull out)
O Separate clan
O Separate schoal
O Vocationel community-based class

Signature of Rater Date

Rater's Relationship to this Student

O Teacher (provides ongoing, direct instruction)
0 Regular sducation 0 Special education

O Consulting teacher (provides special education support) ow

O Wort expenence/work study coordinator 1111

O Ocher (Specify)

MIS

Mal

iloolianoosoca.00000000000
PLEASE DO NOT WRITE IN THIS AREA OR USE THIS SERIAL NUMBER

6457
Prtmess & ti SA kansft0 information Sortfices L41J 11/111 WM33422
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Mv ae setting(s)
which oerformance
knoWn YOU- (Wined
on p. 4 of instruotains)

filched
W Wale passe
14 is Hems
O %. Other

Performance Rating Codes
(Wined on o 4 of instructions)

O. Unable to nrie
1. Dees net et comet de
2. Dees ei can de with extensive

selesenee el sullervision
3. Dees et can de with cone

assistnce at espervisien
4. Dees et can do kideperteemlY

O 1 2 3 4

--T00400000000000®
w 0 00 000

()see cxxxx)0000eooecnoocnoz0000

Functional
Performance
Indicators

B. Personal and Social Deve/opment

Comminication *kills
a. Pays attention (i.e., admowledges stimuli)
b. Responds to some form of language (e.g.. oral, written, signs. Braille)

C. Communicates basic needs

d. Speaks intelligitSy
e. Takes part in relevant conversations

f. Expresses personal feelings appropriate to the situation (e.g., fear, py )

g, Asks questions and responds al/Probnitehi
It uses telephone for information or assistance when needed

1. Obtains information from want ads Of telephone directory

O 1 2 3 4 114,,

00000
®0000H 0

0800 00000
0000000000

S W M

O 1 2 3 4

00000
0000®
00000

(Dee@ 00000
0000®
00000

La0000

S W N 0

0e0C)

O 1 2 3 4

TC)000
0000000000
00000
00000
00000
0000000000

Acting responsibly

Follows rules
Admits mistakes, offers to rectify errors of -Judgment or conduct

Structures time well (e.g., maintains a schedule)

Assists others when needed
Makes decisions that are reasonable and timely

Follows through on plans, decisions

8-3. Coping skiils

a. Menages own emotions (e.g.. frustration, anger)

b. Resists negative peer pressure

c. Responds appropriately to others' negative remarks

d. Abrks out compromises
a. Adapts to changes in situations (e.q. new activities or people)

1. Functions wall under wort or time pressure

g. Identifies and takes steps to deal with interpersonal problems

8-4. Reletionships with others

a. Ghosts WO* apProPrilltellY

b. Shares appropriately (e.g., property, time space)

c. Respects rigins of others (e.g.. their property. privacy)

d. Interacts appropnately with individuals, including strangers

a. Interacts apProtwillalV with WPM in atithonty

f. Interacts awropnately as a member of a group

g. Makes and maintains close friends

h. Takes pert in leisure-time social activities or organized sports

1 6 BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Mart ad satonips1 wi
WW1 Pirtle' Menai I
imOVM to you. (Defined
on p. 4 of Inaductiene/

Scheel
lel Work eine
Ii Home
Cl Other

S W M4 0

Performance Rating Codes
(Oarrnad p. 4 of Ksouctions)

0. Waldo to rest
1. Doss nos or cannot do
2. Daes or Gen do IMO 4UttellSiVie

assionoe or supervision
3. Dees er eon de with soma

simissenos es supervision
4. Dose at can do

Functional
Performance
Indicators

D. Educational Performance

O 1 2 3 4 0- 1.

75000000000
00 000

0000 ®0000
®0 ®

_1000C)

M 0

0800

a.

b.

C.

d.

a.

f.

Reading (Includes pictures. drawings, Braille, or other symbols)

Reads and comprehends survival reachness wards (e.g., stop. danger)
Reeds and follows simple 1-step or 2-step instructions
Reads and follows multistep instructions
Rea& and comprehends the newspaper or similar periodicals
Uses reference materials (e.g.. &cement, encyclopedia)
Reads and comprehends textbooks at grads level

O 2 3 4 D-2. Writing (by hand, typewriter, convuter, or other assestiva dsvitos)

EZ000e
i (Dow®ciooaoeocno
acxypeLaocno

O 1 2 3 4

'--00000
®0000

S W 00000
OinC) ecno®

oot000eocae

a.
b.

C.

d.

a.

Writes own name
Produces legible writing
Rils out rimpia forms
Composes simpie sentences and simple paragraphs

Compton letters
composibons that convoy doss clearly

0-3. Mathematics (may include use of usistive devices)

a. Counts to twenty
b. Tells time

Uses a calculator
d. Manually performs basic addition and sibtracticn

a. Manually performs basic multiplication and division

f. Solves semis math word probiams
g. fiitanually calculates fractions and decimal vakmss

O 1 2 3 4 04.

Te0 00000" _rcioeme
00000

0000

LLOS) 000

S W b.

C.

d.

a.

Academic work habits and skills

Follows oral or interpretive (sign language) instructions
Fonows written iniOructions
Completes assignments an time
Completes assarments satigactorily
Takes notes in class

17



I Please record stop time
I; here 9

.11.000.0000

F. Other Informatithi on employment

1. This stmlent typically works ingsganiinti on iob-like assignments or tasks for (Mark one)

O 0 min. 0 15 min 30 min. a 60 min. 0 120 0 Don't know

2. This student's veaPtions4 arepawation included: (Mark all that appty)

o Prevocational Owe trailing. career awareness
0 Vocational education. general

Vocabonal education, job-specific
0 School-based work experimce

Community-ttased work experience
() Other (Spat:aft/1-4
O None
() Don't know

3. Hes this student expressed a desire to pursue the following areas after leaving school? (Mirk all that apply)

O Work Independem living 0 Other (Specify:)-0

O Postsecondary education 0 Military ® None

O Vocational training () Homemaker 0 Don't know

RIPMMITI

Q. Other Information on Training and Education

1. Which of the following types of govocational training did this student receive in the community?

(Mark all that apply)

O Transportation 0 Shopping 0 None

O Residential a Accessing agency services ® Don't know

2. This student's most recent* tested reading level i*: (Mark one)

0 Grads 2 or lower
0 Grads 3 6

O Grade 7 - 9
O Grade 10 or higher

3. This student's most recently tested mathematics level kr (Mark one)

O Grads 2 or lower
O Grade 3 - 6

O Grade 7 - 9
0 Grads 10 or higher

O No test results
O Don't know

O No test results
0 Don't know

4. What instructional adaptations would thie student need in postsecondary settings? (Mark all that apply)

O Parallel modified curriculum
O Tutors
O Notetakers
O Computers
O Enlarged print

a Taped textbooks
Untimed tests

O Test given oralk
O Testing outside group

setting

@ interpreter
a Other (Specify)-0
(g) None
@ Postsecondary not appropriate
0 Don't know

H. Maior Problem Bohaviore

1. Does this student exhibit any problem behaviors to a degree that is Moly to suftiket of job and/or friends,

joicfnumiggibc with empioyabight and social adjustments, or widguignifigagsft residential and training

placements? Collider both FRIQUIENCY and SEVERITY of the behavior.

yes kb 0 Don't know
lf Yes, mark all that appir
O Exhibits highly unusual behavior

(e.g., echoing. clicking. =kit&
Drools
Touches others inappropriate* (e.g., too huggy)

a is violent or aggressive towards others
Exhibits inappropriate sexual behavior
(e.g., masturbation, exposure. solicitation)

0 Hurts self
Puns avvey

O Defaces of destroys property
O Shows cnminel behavior (e.g., steals)
O Has been involved with cnminal iustici system

0 is truant
0 Withdraws, refuses to speak
C) Shows sever* depression

Practices substance abuse with drugs
® Practices substance abuse with alcohol

Exhibits hyperlictivi1V
Other (Specify)
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Performance Assessment for Self-Sufficiency

(PASS)

Instructions for Raters

In this field test of the PASS instrument, you will be asked to specify:

descriptive student information, including major problem behaviors (PASS pages 1, 6, 7)

ratings of student performance, including settings for the rated performance (PASS pages 2-5)

To do this, you will need:

a No. 2 pencil or a blue/black pen

a watch or a clock you can see

REMEMBER:

Please mark your answers clearly in pencil or blue/black ink by completely filling in the

appropriate bubbles and spaces.

Look at your watch (or clock) and record the time in the spaces provided in the instrument

(top of PASS page 2, bottom of page 7).

Review the entire form after you have completed it to be sure you FILL IN A BUBBLE

FOR EACH ITEM. Be sure to ERASE ANY ERRORS OR UNINTENDED RESPONSES

COMPLETELY

4



Special Instructions for Completing the 4-page Rating Scale (PASS pages 2-3)

Each page of the 4-page scale lists behaviors required in a particular area of regular adult
life, whether or not a person has a disability. You are to select the appropriate rating code

based on what you have observed, or what you know about the student from other
knowledgeable persons.

Performance Rating Codes
0. Unable to rate
1. Does not or cannot do
2. Does or can do with extensive assistance or supervision
3. Does or can do with some assistance or supervision
4. Does or can do independently

EXAMPLE

0 1 2 3 4 c. Communicates basic needs

:1-;

The selection of the rating code "3"1 for this sample item indicates that the rater feels
the student needs some assistance or supervison in order to communicate his or her

basic needs. See page 4 of these Instructions.

EXAMPLE

0 1 2 3 4 h. Takes part in leisure-time social activities or organized sports

Z

The selection of the rating code "Off for this sample item indicates that the rater feels

unable to rate this behavior with confidence or accuracy, given what he or she knows

about the student. See page 4 of these Instructions.

EXAMPLE

SWHO

4

NM

0 1 2 3 4

15,1,1\17, a. Follows rules

0 0 0 CD E. Follows through on plans, decisions

You are also to indicate the setting(s) in which you know that behaviors are
performed at the levels you have rated. The selection of the rating code S for this

sample item indicates that the rater knows about these student behaviors in the school

setting, but not in the other settings. See page 4 of these Instructions.

EXAMPLE 0 1 2 3 4
® a. Identifies values of coins and bills

SWHO
a (2'

to` ri` e. Calculates checkbook balance

The selection of two rating codes, S and W, indicates that the rater has observed (or

knows about) these student behaviors in-Roth the school and work settings. See page 4

of these Instructions.

20
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Service Categories and Definitions to Be Refined in Project PASS

Peigie Campeau, Project Director
American Institutes for Research
Palo Alto Office
P.O. Box 1113
Palo Alto, CA 94302

NOTE: Rovisiotir to an earlier tia of service caugories are indicated bY brackets tier deladentl aiid bolt Vm film

otklitketesobstitutiond.

MOBILITY SERVICES (other than specialized transportation services): [Assistance or]

Mining related to persmal mobility for imlividuals [with physical or sensory disabilities]

including destination training, map reading, and training in the use of technological

aids. (Deffinition narmwed to focus on skills acquisition rather than provision ofactual

transportation, with addition ofspecific examplesas distinguished ftvm Specialized

Transportation Services.)

SPECIALIZED TRANSPORTATION SERVICES: Acquisitkm of vecialized

transportation, including special public nansponation, essential for employment, education,

community living, or receipt of other services. ("Acquisition of added to clarif) that the

category includes pravision of transponation, not twining in the use thereof.)

TECHNOLOGICAL AIDS AND ADAPTIVE EQUIPMENT SERVICES: Evaluation for

and provisicm of equipment, machines, prostheses, aids, and adaptive devices necessary for

employment, education, community living, or receipt of other services, including equipment

and devices for communication and mobility. (no changes)

MEDICAL AND MEDICALLY-RE1ATED SERVICES: Surgery, medication, physical or

occupational therapy, and other medical treatments or services related to the disability. (no

changes)

COMMUNICATION SERVICES: Assistance and training related to the act of

communication, including speech/language therapy, interpreter services, reader services,

braille training, and tactile interpreting services. (*Speech/language therapy° added to

expand examples.)

INDEPENDENT LIVING SERVICES: Training or assistance in performing basic daily

living activities (e.g., cooking, laundry, hygiene, Itransportationj time management,

financial management) to enable individuals with disabilities to live wkh maximum

indepen&nce in community. (rransportation deleted to maintain integrity of Specialized

Transportation and Mobility services; ending phrase modified to emphasize independence aS

end goal.)

OVER
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RESIDENTIAL LIVING SERVICES: Programs to iggice or maintain individuals with

disabilities in residendal facilities (e.g., group hooft) ur in tgructured community living
arrangements (e.g., supervised apartments). [including daily living skills training and related

savices] (Senice includes *cense ate., we as maintenance; training in daily living skills

dropped to elbninase overlap with Independent Living Services.)

SOCIAL SKILLS TRAINING SERVICES: Training in the development of inurpersonal

social skills and social COMpettlide3 essential to employment, education, and community

living. (no changes)

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES: Personal adjustnumt counseling, sex education or

counseling, psychiatric or psychological therapy, substance abuse programs, and other mental

health services. (no changes)

VOCATIONAL TRAINING AND JOB PLACEMENT SERVICES: Vocational
assessment and time-limited services that inchgle simple job referral and placement,

vocatirmal education programs, on-site training and placement, and short-term financial

assistance. (no changes)

ONGOING EMPLOYMENT-REIATED SERVICES: Vocational assessment and long-

term or periodic services necessary to maintain individuals with disabilities in suitable

employment, including laining, job coaches, supported employment programs, sheltered

employment programs, and other support services zeiated to employment. (no changer)

ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION SERVICES: Programs for continuing adult education,

including Adult Basic Education (ABE), General Educational Develcpment (GED), adult high

school diploma, and adult compensatory or special education. (no changer)

SERVICES TO SUPPORT POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION: Special services

necessary to enroll individuals with disabilities in technical school, community college,

college, or university, and to maintain individuals in those institutions to reach specified

[degree] level of certification; including counseling, cusniculum adaptations, and academk

support. [note-taking services] (level of certification' used to broaden &Ifni:ion of

ampetency beyond only a degme; academic support" substituted to prov ide a more general

example.)

RECREATION AND LEISURE SERVICES. Training and support to enable individuals

with disabilities to engage in appropriate recreation and leisure activities. (no changes)

FAMILY SERVICES: Support or assistance, including counseling, to families of

individuals with disabilities necessary for the rehabilitation or increased independence of the

individual with a disability. (no changes)

CASE MANAGEMENT SERVICES: Referral, evaluation, and counseling neeckd to help

persons with disabilities secure serviou; including coordination, follow-up, and advocacy to

assure delivery of appropriate services. (no changes)
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR ROUND 1 OF THE DELFT(' PROMS

Fac each al 16 service uatsprier, you will ideinify up to three client characteristics that are likely to
trigger a decision that the service is essential. While there are mem different characteristics that

amid sipal the need for a pardader savice, we are looking far the penman goes that would
trigger your decision. See Column A in the ample: below. (If there are more than three client

charactercs that you would rank as petwmaurt, write an the reverse side of the form) ft's NOT

necessaty to nnk-only the dent duractetistics that you Win*.

2. We will assrune that the key characteristics you identify pertain to all of the populations about which

you are knowledgeable, unless you restrict your response to clients with a particular type(s) of

disabty(ies). See Cams,* B in the Examples below.

3. You may give either generic characteristics (e.g., lacks mobility skills) or specific characteristics (e.g.,

mulct attend to own tculeting needs).

4. If you do not feel quarafied to respcad kr a particular service category, mark that page Don't Know

at the top of the form.

S. If in your opinion the definition of a particular service category needs to be modified, please trik

&act& on the form.

=WM:
INDEPENDENT LIVING SERVICES

=yr triatinar vardm*ag bade daily activities la., =Wm lanadry, eanspartalian, dos ainsposak

inanstswaske is inside wi* daMIftIn se Uwe with minimal wpm is the wpassratuiy.

CLIENT CHARACTIIRLSIICS Mahaviassi, attitudinal, stc3 ma Is) OP DISABILITY (Ies)

that ant Iy to Meer a addax do this type al sort* is
forwhidiyasusalsyinCaliumi A is

antestid opasisUp hoperhot

10(Daicsibe) Cllent C4imoi°444 Self w lols dd )410111 1

ernn ptrion

a

(WO Or 0110. or 014ge
*AM, 3,9,4*;emen7'

U thus ase *OW esullilams thus maid Whom your *OW AIM Se nod* swim ids* egad&

thas /dins to sham Mdepotimt livien5

SOCIAL sous TRAINING SERVICES
Trainins is as druirsphila at inistpassnal social skills mid esinpaisuciso

essandal suplepussa4 eatseiks, awl essaznaahy

MINT CMARACTIIIUSIICS tarhaviolat, attitudinal, etc.)

that ant tip* Apr a datilish *et tide type al survice
asseatill

10(Desc14be) di)eat rs very Nth/a-J4hh taik prinatte
ere antlict aiiM 'Aachen fieers.

TYPE (s) OF MAXIM Oa)
kr which "OW ealry at Column is

apadafly imparlhe

(U.1) At 9 reuftS JC deal 1
el**.

If dome are ipsdal anuons dos nook! Wilms your &Man show the nod lor swift pima sapies,

6haers'ar peryisis )A yatiotiS *effrinyg( himigi
So est todir'Y.1 work place)

t.)2'
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Mbaror MOP

ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION SERVICES
rievalis ger lidt *domain, Wotan Ilade Iducidaa 4ASOk Gameal Uv-
Deveispeoul (GM allet We oohed diploma, sad Malt auspatoasary sr spade adoesdam.

CLIENT CHARACTERISTICS tbasinorai, stkitudinat. eleJ

dot are Misty to vigor a dude= that thio typo at sired to
noluthe

(Dacaw Vim* has *ramble, im a 146 mia talks
'that radviav. bass4 res41j*"41%.

TYPE co oF DISABILITY ass)
laswhich riur awry to Colons A to

mpodaily kuportast

Lu: East?

am spade ccedhloto that would Whom your dation abate ih! mod kr ,

Win nit be a ble ho hold titejo williavr Maim" antitest

SERVICES TO SUPPORT POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
spew netcao onemlay to wet lodtedowl whit disertikiso tockeng adrool, osestualty catkork eslisge,

uniersity and Oa matees tadividuato dna hoodtudawt tut re* spacithod darn ever Wadi% toonsatino,

tamdeutaa. adaptelom, mud ose-aidug =rotas

maw CHARACTERISTICS theitsvicraL stsivarst.
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attauele

A
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baneructions for Round 2 of the Delphi Exerdae

For each of 16 service categmies, pu have been provided with a summary of the client
characteristics that field experts in Round 1 indicated were 'Holy to trigger their decision

that a particular kind of service was essential. Each summary includes an outline of the

major client characteristics ickntified by the experts (middle column), as well as some

specific examples of dune client characteristics as encountered by the everts (shaded,
right-hand column). The outlines attempt to capture the information provided by experts

as clearly and comprehensively as possible. (Note that the oudines are not intended to be

consistently parallel in content or grammatical construction.) The number in parentheses

beside each lettered section of the outline is the number of experts who iikntified
characteristics under that letter heading. The number in parentheses beside each Roman

number heading is the aggregate number of characteristics provided by experts within the

entire set.

A primary purpov of Round 2 is to identify those areas of client characteristics that

should be included in the decision rules for the PASS Expert System, which will convert

information alma clients into estimates of anticipated service needs. (The decision rules

comprise the "if-then" ruk structure that will be used to project service needs.) Because

the expert system must define a finite and economical set of rules, your task is to identify

only those client characteristics that are associated with an essential need ibr the service.

A second purpose of Round 2 is to mess the adequacy of service list definitions, prior to

developing the PASS Expert System.

Your input is essential to accomplish the above goals. Please follow these steps in

completing Round 2 of the Delphi Exercise, for each service category:

1. Indicate, with a cheek mark, whether each client characterisdc presented in the

middle columnWear of Service Need Identified by Reid Experu fri 1?ound 1w--

should be included in the decision rules for the PASS Expert System:

Check Noy Important' if that client characteristic should be included in the
decision rulesthat is, if that characteristic would definitely trigger your

decisice that the service wu essential.

Check glinhaportants if that client characteristic should NOT be included in

the decision rules.

Check "Undecided' if you cannot decide whether or not that client

characteristic should be included in the decision rules.

Be sure to put one check mark beside every section of the outline with a

Roman numeral and letter heading.



Also sots that yon do NOT wed to make any decisions reprding the specific
eumpies In the shaded, right-hand column. The examples are provided ibr

illustrathe purposes wily.

2. Toward the end of some service categories, you are asked to determine whether

selected client characteristics should be moved to another service category. In these

cases, indicate, with a check mark (a) whether to include the charaneristic in the
Expert System decision rules, as you did in Step 1, and (b) whether the
characteristic should in fact be moved to the specified service category (or to

anotlwr category you feel would msike more sense.)

3. If you do not feel qualified to respond for a particular service category, mark that

set Don't Know at the top of the form.

4. Please indkate any comments you have about the service area definitions, the client

characteristics or examples, the organization of the categories, or the

appropriateness of their inclusion in the space provided. Feel free to edit (change,

cross out, or add) or comment directly on the form, as you wish.

5. At the end of the Round 2 packet is a chart (colored page) entitled NAddifionsd

Service Categolies.* A few experts in Rcumd 1 suggested that several service

categories be added to the 16 already defined. Please indicate on do chart whether

each category shotdd be dassified under an existing service category, or whether

that category should not be included within the PASS Expert System framework at

alL



ROUND 2 OF THE DEIPHI SURVEY: Mental Health Services,

MENTAL REALM SERVEIN
Personal adjustment couuseling, sex eduostion or counseling, pswhiatric or psycholocal

therapy, substance Mule minim and other mental health services

ORME Cif RIPOICARE
for inclusion in the

Project PASS Evert System
(Cluse;. OfE)

Very Linim- Anus of Sender feed

Important portant Unduided liacti by Odd Everts in Ibtkait I

L Exhibits paychistricipsychoiogies1 prolgerna requiring

treatment

A, Shows signs of depression (14, 25, 20, 26, 05,

10, 27, 33, 04, 01, 12,06)

EL Exhibits angreaggresive behavior (04, 25,

29, 33, 06, 10, 23, 24, 32, 30, 05, 26, 20)

C &lads symptoms of parboils (05, 31, 32,
01, 20, 33, 10, 22, 26, 09)

(Mertes' Examples from Read Experts)

Is suicidal (e+ oraty ditabbi tabs of
wanting to ile)
withdrawn and mating to partielpste in community

lbw cissmabagnineota due to ispresion
Exhibits post-tranmatie daprerion
Boma eat
Dome deep

lisrms/threetans to hum NW or others
Has Meet apimiso
Has inapyropriata outbunda dna to inability

to beadle Ono end moarvieloo

imam others
Ptitiror ProPrty

b withdrambut of touch with meaty

Elailiminataahmerwratas
paisnoie/siskrionsi

Has axtramt pewhotie-igee behtlior, La, iota
not Riask, gam' has prychotk breaks, is fragile

Hee history al psythiatzie hospitalisations

b not mitt/nay to basic needs. Le. is

uniampt, I keing 'might, hes no address



ROUND 2 OF THE DEIPHI SURVEY: Mental Health Services,

raw OF BIFORTLIC
for Inclusion in the

Project PIM Egad System
gleck ONE)

very Rolm--
knpoetant portant Undmiki

31

kers of Service thee
idietliled by Mid limb in Round 1

L Ceathaued--MiNts paychishicherhological
problems rook* treatment

Om mall problem. (14, le, 20, 25, 26, 19, 22

24, 28, 31, 13, 12)

a BM fAhtr 0131$0011/1101211 indiellitil4 Deed for

treatment (16)

L Exhibits difficult behavior on tbe job
(09,13,30, 31)

II Represses Dad for mita= !VI, 32)

C Has great difficulty accepting/aWating
t. J"ihnuy (23, !?: 06)

ft Wink coated behavior in school

Attinehocne (15)

E Cannot accept resporabibility for own
failuetefblemes other, (19)

(Selected Emenplee from Reid Warts)

IAMB inapiwwpriats mai behavior le4 aes

PkY kl Pubac)
Wm not Radix ask sex
Names &ire foe an ailucatioct
&mot mini weal urges on job or put&
lbw Ili induced knpotence

Unable to keep peivonal wakens out of work

aninameat
k baying tmuble eith mob= al ;waits sex

at week
ths Nan findi *kI *A biology
Unable to get along with co-evriers
Sporailicaltv attends 5-4ay per wok program

NI not accept Alm problem dellat inaby
mai anal print

fies trouble adapting to kw at furciioning
Feel ictiagd due to dinbiiity

BEST COPY AMA! r

:3 2



ROUND 2 OF THE DELP/H SURVEY: Mental Health Seivices, Page 3

DECIEE OF IIIVIRTANCE

for Inc beim In the
Project PAS Nye *tan

(Check OM
Very Unica-

Important portant Undecided

Anns of Service Neal
Waal& by %id Eaparts in Round 1

I. Shone slew of =betas= abuse (9, 10. 14, 15
25, SO, 19, 32)

A. Appears to halt been under Lamm of
alcohol/drugs (04, 27, 26)

R I other iglu of skoholfdrug problems
(17, 06, 36, 17, 20)

W. Sbowe Ague of being abseil pivskally or sexually

I. liveried to haw bean abaci (17, 32)

B Res bruisesiadmits abuse (1)

C &puma concern *bout niusl, pkndezi, or
'distance abuse (4)

(Selected Cum* from Meld Esparta)

ned-eyed
b drolisy/unslert

utussally nermusthypee
Ike Madly ki coordinstion/speech
lbe Mame frvai subdanes ohne
ProductMty reduced due to alcohol abuse

lies lost Ail due to alcohol
Vas urged under tbe inikuenee

frequently %kir from work due to alcohol probdem

nner17--emerm (Fimom rfimomem For emironents lo the outline by number or letter. Continue comments on beck ofne,41
W necesary.)
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Information and Instrixtions for Round 3 d the Delphi Exenise

Pumose

The primary purpose of Round 3 of the Delphi is to "map"' client characteristics that

experts considered essential for inclusion in the knowledge base for the Project PASS
Expert System onto the content areas in the PASS instrument and to identify gaps in the

instrument's coverage. (The project abstract we mailed you a few numths ago described

this draft instrument, which Is still under development and will be refined on the basis of

the Delphi process and a national field test.) Your input from Round 3 will be used to

develop a preliminary set of decision rules by which the PASS Expert System will link

data obtained from the PASS instrument to estimates of anticipated service needs. Your
comments will also be used to refine the PASS instrument prior to the field test

Why the Usts Are Shorter This Time

For each of 16 service categoriet, you have been provided with a shortened list of the

client characteristics (tight-hand column of exich page) that expert consensus in Round 2

indicated were Very Important to include in the knowledge base and rule structure for

the PASS Expert System. In our analysis of responses to Round 2, we established a

threshold value, or rating inder, by which to identify those characteristics that expert

consensus indicated were essential to include. The number in parentheses beside each

characteristic is the rating index for that characteristic. The calculation for tk index was

made as follows: Responses were coded on a three-point scale ( +1 112 Important; -1 =

Unimportant; 0 so Umiecided); sum values were calculated for each client characteristic,

and were then adjusted by the total number of respondents who rated the characteristic

to obtain a proportional rating, or "rating index' (Le., the sum value was divided by the

number of respondents to obtain an adjusted sum); a threshold value of .60 and above

was established to determine which characteristics to consider including in the expert

system knowledge luise and rule structure.

Each list also reflects your suggestions for refining the wording and for moving selected

items to a differamt service category. (We are still analyzing your suggestions for

improving the definitions of service categories.)

OVER !

3 7



Instna:tiOaS

In addition to the 16 Us% you have also been provided with a Content Oudlae Ay the

PASS Atacama Instrument (blue sheet). In this "mapping' exercise, you will indicate

orw or more topic areas cm the PASS Content Outline with which col characteristic in
the lists might be associated. As a convenience, we have already indicated in the left.
hand column of each page where we would place the characteristic; in tIN right-band

column. Depending on the specificity of the characteristic, we have in some cases

suggested a main topic area (e.g., A, B), a group of topic areas (e.g., A through E), or a

sub.topic area(s) (e.g., A-1, B-2). In still other cases, we have used "F" (NO CODE) to

indicate that the characteristic does not, in fact, seem to fit within the existing content

areas on the PASS Content Outline. (This signals a possible "gap" in the coverage

presently provided by tin PASS instrument.)

Please follow these steps in completing Round 3 of the Delphi Exercise, for each service

category:

1. Read the entire list of characteristics in each service categoty to get a sense of how

that category fits into the PASS Content Outline before attempting to make your

decision about an individual characteristic.

2. For each characteristic, indicate whether you AGREE or DISAGREE with the

topic area(s) we have assignedthat is:

If you AGREE with the suggested topic area, put an "X" or check mark in the

"Agree column.

If you DISAGREE with the suggested topic area and believe that another

topic area(s) is more appropriate, spec* the marred topic aree(s) in the

*Disagree column.

If you AGREE with the suggested topic area but also want to ADD a topic

area(s), put an sr or ciseck mark IA the °Agree' column AND specify the

additional tope eres(s) in the "Disagree" column.

Be sure to mark the 'Agree" and/or "Disagree" column beside EVERY

characteristic that has lines beside it. See the EXAMPLES on the following pages.

3. If you do not feel qualified to respond for a particular service category, mark that

set 'Dont lOtow" at the top of the form.

4. Write in the Commas box if you have further suggestions about the Content

Outline for the PASS instrument, the client characteristics, or the service area
definitions. Also feel free to edit or comment directly on the form, as you wish.

3 S



EXAMPLES:

?ARM Ziri (Cither than specialized transportation arvices):
Maistance, colmteling or tmining related to personal mobility kr individuals with distilities

Suggested Thpie Anew
on Content Outline

(bLue duet)

A-6

1-6

Mame
Spec* Fteferred

1b9k Artate)

7
wos

Anal of Service Nest Identifled "Very Important" by
COneenetu of &ports lie liound 2

r. were phyekal &lanky that requires the une

01 opeciallesd augment for ambukitIon (.93)

A. *ulna wheaktair cc other shark /Wok (,87)

Expert agrees that these chazacteristia belong in sub-topic area "A-5,

Mobility and Transpanation SkilLs

CASE MANAGEMEN'r SERVUS
Reread, evaluation, and counseling nealad to help pen= with diathilities ware services

including cooMination, Iiikor-uA and advocacy to assure delhery et appropriate services

Suggested TePie AreeW
on Content Outline

ibh3e twat)

A through E

A th.rough E

1'

Agree

Sve.....emom

UP=
Specify Referred Areas a Sinks lied idegifird Iffy Important" by

Nig Atuie) Um= 01 Everts In &cod 2

Elm other wham that wand are manapeneat anion (14)

A. Sour dialigy enveire oaring emanation
In Enke ans(s) (1.0)

W. Um with family that bee difficuttilie unable to care for dent (72

A. Tangly We knowledge to proeige or identity eervicei (.72)

NIIIIMF,117MIM

511011010le

11/ILA: &pert feels. Ma characteristics do not fit clearly into misting categories

and assigns "F, No Code.'
IV/WA: Expert cz,grees that "F" is appropriatebecause characteristks apply to

not client.10 14

OVER !



herTAL BEALIN MIVEZI
Penland acquatment =raft sex education ar caumeihog miliaria or 'caltherapy, substance Awe mms and other maid health writes

Stouts' Topic Aran(a)
on Contact Outline

(blue 'hot)

Dirt=
Aim Specify Pribered

(X) To* isva(a)

'4 4- JeL=2-

.1._. 4 ILI-

Amu of Saw. kw Nod klintlflad leg Important" by
Comenan of !cacti in &gad 2

LEL Shows aigna of agatane. sbass (1.0)

1. Amen to haw bun undar Wiliam of
akohol/irtip (.69)

Expert agrees that substance abuse belongs in "E, Major Problem
Behaviors," but feels it aka belongs in "4-2, Health and SafeV."

RIEREMIDN AND IESUM SNYIES
lLcin and wood to amble individuals pith dimbilities to in appropriate
=mike and leisure activities

&modal Topic Lrao(s)
on Contant Nano

(Nue shot)

A-2

Digagros
Agra Spa* Priam&

Ikcie WIN
Lece of Sarin Nazi kinalail "Vary Impottant" by

Mann= of Notts in lbund 2
DE Elm amotioaal/papkinical pal= that Impairpactillatjon

L ocially ficiatidAnsly (.76)

tho poor *goat shout ofilaffordable rwrattlon
option; (:19)

IILA &pen' agres with sub-topic wear, including itaiti sub-topic areas for
TAD. (Note that main heading III does not require an assessment
since it has no lines beside it)

BEST CY AiikiLAC1
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